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Recommended driving directions from Johannesburg to Dulini Private Game Reserve 

 

Take the N12/N4 from Johannesburg to Nelspruit. 

Take the R40 from Nelspruit to Hazyview. 

Next, take the R536 from Hazyview towards Paul Kruger Gate. 

 

From Hazyview, travel 33 km along the Paul Kruger Gate Road and follow the Newington Gate, Sabi Sands Wildtuin (Game 

Reserve) sign posts on the left hand side. After you have taken this turnoff you will travel 25km on a dirt road to the lodge. 

 

Travel 8.2km along the dirt road you will pass a school on your left, keep driving till you get to a large four way intersection. 

There are a few roadside stalls here and a sign indicating Newington Gate. 

 

Turn right at the four-way intersection following the Newington Gate sign. 

 

Travel 1,4km along this road until you get to a T-junction. 

 

Turn left at the T-junction, there will be another sign board for Newington Gate. 

 

Travel 800m along this road. You will see signboards indicating Newington Gate on the left hand side of the road. Turn left here. 

 

Travel a further 1km along this road. Do not turn off at any point and continue until you see the entrance gate to the Sabi Sand 

Game Reserve. Enter at this gate. 

 

You will need Cash to pay an entrance fee of R160* per vehicle at this gate and R40* per person.  

(*Rates are subject to change. From 01st September 2013 to R190 per vehicle and R50 per person). 

 

Once you are inside the reserve, turn left immediately, drive past the turnoffs to Savanna, Castleton, Singita and Idube. Once 

past the Idube sign, you will see signboards indicating Exeter, Leadwood and Dulini. Follow the signs to Dulini. 

 

DISTANCE CHART 

Johannesburg / Dulini Lodge  500km              5-6 hours 

Hazyview / Dulini Lodge  75km  1 hour 

Nelspruit / Dulini Lodge  150km  1 hour 45 minutes 

 

The GPS co-ordinates for Dulini Lodge are S 24°47.005', E 031°22.840' 

We recommend the use of a GPS on all main roads only. GPS maps do not generally feature most dirt roads and thus we advise 

that you please take care to follow suggested travel directions provided at all times during your journey to our lodges. 

Please be aware, as you enter Newington Gate that you are in an area where predators and high-profile game roam freely. Do 

not leave your car for any reason.  

 

Should you require assistance, kindly call the Lodge on 013 735 2600 
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